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The primary purpose of this very brief essay is to
support the paintings and drawings which are the major
portion of this, thesis» Occasionally specific works have.
been referred to where it was necessary for the reader’s
understandingo

In the final analysis the works must project

their own meaningo-
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ABSSEASf
i’aintimg and! the Sensation of Color
by
Darryl Groover
This essay and the reproductions which are appended
to it are supplemental to the body of paintings and draw
ings which are offered in partial fulfillment of the re
quirements for the degree of Master of Fine Arts in the
Graduate College^ University of Arizona*'
The problem discussed concerns, the use of color
in a personal and empirical way to express visually a
concept of reality that may be external and observable
or internal and invisible * The sensation of color is
described as it relates to the paintings*

The nature of

the conflict between the physical object and the idea
about itjheld by the artist)is discussed* Finallys the
techniques used to achieve resolution .between these some
times. opposed concepts of reality are considered as they
pertain to specific paintings *

My purposes in painting are t© use color in a
personal and. empirical way, and to express visually a
concept of a reality that may be external and observable
or internal and invisible.o The observed reality may be
tactile9 a potted plantp a stretch of lands or a garden0
The invisible reality is difficult to define in that it
is a complex of inner emotions specific to the time of
the painting process 0 In both instances;, however.;, I have
consciously worked with color relationships which lead to
statements that satisfy my desire to put my feelings into
visual form0.
Perhaps I was attempting what Emily Senauer says
is the basic purpose of all arts: ,so.oo,. to stake out in a way
unique with its ereatorg am area of order in a world that
todayg, as always g, is a place of overwhelming c terrifying
1
chaosol* My personal "area of order" is realised when I
manipulate paint so that my senses are gratified by the
Juxtaposition of what is often a limited range of colors^
The work I have dome during the past two years has
dealt with both kinds of reality as defined above«, I am
probably more at ease when working without direct reference
to a specific motif9 instead.I prefer to work with colors
lo Emily ©enauer9 "The Purpose of Art in Our TimesM
Art in America (New Yorks: Simon and SchusterP, 196l)s Vol0 kfi
No 0 -51 p& -.£T,a -

and abstract forms derived from past experiences0 The
eliminating works submitted at this time however, are
in the main from a recent four-week period* The major
portion of these are directly related to an observable
reality*
These paintings.are the beginning of an approach
that will bear further exploration„ Giving4slgnifieance
to what one can elicit from ordinary--ob’
jeets is not new*
Pierre Bonnard, for instance, said, %me is not always
transported with joy by what one sees s but a painter must
be able to discern some agreeable connection between one
thing and another, and to find a place for it in his
2

painting* We can abstract beauty out of everything*,18
Through the use of color I am able to transform what I see
into a kind of beauty that expresses my feelings* Words
like ^vibrant81, "luscious88,, "electric*8,, and 88sensuous88
are often applied to the effects of colors in mature or in
arts; these are words which refer to the affects of color
on the senses* It is this kind of sense reaction that I
am trying to achieve and to which I am particularly sensitive*
There is often a conflict between the real object
and the idea which I have about it* What I feel is important
2.o Honroe Wheeler, "Biographical Comments,8r Bonnard
and Els Environment, text by.James Thrall Soby and James
Elliot (New York:: Doubleday & COo, 196%.), po l8.e,.
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about am object may be worlds apart from its usual mean
ings o The motifs of .these paintings were the springboard
for color relationships that had their origin in actual
objects# Working with t h e s e a s do most artists„
recorded selected information about them#
This is particularly the ease in the two oil paint
ings with geraniums (Figures % and 5) ° -X thought of the
pots the leavess and the cup.s as shapes (forms and colors
within a format), and tried consciously to relate them in
a way'to give them the balance and ..unity needed for a
painterly statementc,

I had a tendency to make them appear

like large silhouettes against a flat backgrounds therefore
I tried to create a spatial'effect by establishing a visual
environment in which they could be set off#

In doing so •

I found that the colors I used carried, a certain spatial
atobiguityo

In this instance it was'emphasized for me by

continual conseiousness of the "flat surfacen of the
canvas # However.s once the first daub of paint is applied
the color produces its own effect of space# in part as
sociations! and in part ostensible# often quite indepen
dent of the shapes of the colors take0 My inherent reaction
to Color leads me to focus my attention,on color effects0
After I have worked on a painting I often discover that
the total color effect may be satisfying, but the spatial
relationships are unresolved^

■

k

A familiarity with objects can be a help or a
hiiiderance» A ease im point is the painting entitled
Fish House (Figure 3) in which I sketched out the large
basic forms and then began by painting broad areas.of
color * Underplaying my familiarity with these objects
1 intentionally left some of the spaces around the clay
pots untouched until the painting was well along» Then
these white areas suggested possibilities of color eontrasto
This may account for the apparent ambiguity in definition
of these areas*

In other areas objects were emphasized

with more detail in order to give variation of visual
emphasis*

The intent of this painting was to hold the

color harmonies in check by subtle changes and exploit
the subject matter*
In the waterGolers my procedure was somewhat
different*

I wandered around the desert until I had

absorbed the information I needed^ I then sat down and
painted*

At G-ate 8s lass (Figure 1) is a, record and

arrangement of several: mental images*

The colors used

were not necessarily locals but are fairly monochromatic
in support of a firm compositional design*
The same thing is true of Second.Floor Studio
(Figure 2) * I selected forms from my apartment-studio
and rearranged them in my mind and placed them, almost
automatioallys within the format*

As Pierre Bonnard said:
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The presence of the object* the motif* is very
disturbing to the painter at the time he is
painting o Since the starting-point of a picture
is an idea* if the object is there at the moment
he is working* the artist is always in danger of
allowing himself to be distracted by the effects
of direct and immediate vision* and to lose the
primary idea on the way®
I was not concerned with recording my studio's appearance*
but with expressing a certain feeling I had about it® My
studio is an assemblage of curios* dried bits picked up

<

from the desert* rolls of colored yarn*.reproductions *
wood blocks * brilliantly patterned rugs* bottles* paintings
by myself and others» .The total effect gives me the
feeling of a warm*, familiar place* rich in color* pattern*
forms and associations«, It was this, feeling I tried to
convey in Second Floor Studio (Figure 2),®
In drawing I prefer to use an ordinary pencil«
1 work with shapes of light and dark which sometimes give
a silhouette effect®

The middle grays in these areas are

often used for tonal variations.® In contrast to these
shapes I like to vary lines from thick to thin sometimes
making use of an arabesque®

Further* I like to include a

patterned.area as a foil for pure line o,,.Many of. the lines
are playful and are meant to be capricious rather than
descriptive®

The use of contrasting light against dark in

my drawing (and many times in my painting) is the result ©f

3® John Bewald* Pierre. Bonnard, (lew Yorks Simon
and Schuster* 1#0) * p® IpTT"
:

my graphic art training and interest in the Japanese woodcut0 In any ease# drawing for me is usually a visual
discipline which is challenging in its demands for direct”
nesso
In my paintings the materials and techniques are
variedo, I like working in a collage technique0 .One of
the examples presented here# Studio Still 'Life (Figure 7)#
was done in that medium.

Building up the. surface with

thin papers often helped to add the subtle contrasts thatJ
were needed*

The process of laying down:papers# ohserving

the effect# then working over an area with paint offers
Many possible solutions and a richness- in the range of
Means,
■
i
-

•*
The oil paintings were probably most troublesome

for'me to work with.

The temptation was to completely

- ■-

change the original motifs as the developing color values
and my feeling for abstract patterns began to take precede
once,

Change through the act of painting is sometimes the

most rewarding occurrence in reaching a resolution# there
fore I took ^calculated risks11 in terms, of destroying the
subject mattero

In Garden View (Figure .63# my latest paint

ing# I felt satisfied when I had arrived, at a visual state
ment that held in balance both internal and external
reality=,. The use of .recognizable objects in a fashion
intended to satisfy my own personal color esthetic#
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presented a problem when combined .with the direct approach
to the subject mattero
Kokoschka said the best waj for a young mamtto
become an artist is "@««to leara to see the facts as am
individuals^ And furthers ’•The young people everywhere
must learn the forgotten art of seeing life with their own
eyes

k

This is my aim in art- "to see life with my own

eyeSslf?transform it into something personally expressivep
and, hopefullys,meaningful te other people 0 Reality as
it appears in my eyes is not the reality of otherss and
Kokoschka.’is 88facts” are not messarily mime or anyone else’s
factSo This is the meamimg of his stress on individuality^
This thesis is a'begimnimg in what will surely be
a long process o I agree with Willem Be Kooning who says *
“There is no way of looking, at a work of art by itselfo00
it’s not self-evident0 It needs a history* it needs a
5
lot of talking about* it’s part of a whole man’s life*”

ho Oscar Kokoschka* Baedulus* (Middletown* Gonn0.g:
Wesleyan University Press* Winter* 1960)* p0 122V
Quoted by Henry J0 Seldis* $tM 0:T* School a Tribute
to Independence*" Bos Angeles Times Galemdar0 July ho 1965*
jooh-01
w
<• ■ . . . . . .
..... .

Figma?©- HU
Wafcercoloro At Gate's Fass0 11^ in0
by % % In* Transparent watereolor on
white paper*.

J

8
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Figure 1

WaxtercoloPo, Second Floor Studio0
15 inc by 19^ im» Transparent watercolor on mbleacbed paper®.
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Figure 2.

-Figm*© 30Oil o Fish Hoiaseo- 36 in© by ij.8 in 0
Painting ©m masoniteo

Figure 3*

.Still M f e with GeraniumQ. 2i{.
in0 .by 32 in0 Painting ©n iaasonite.o

Oilo
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Figure

Figure 5°

Olio Still Life with Geraniumu 2%
inQ.by 2% im0 -Painting on masonite &
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Figure 5#

Figure 60,
O i l o .Garden VieWo. 2J4.
Painting on masonite <>.

itio

by 32 in,»
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Figure 6

Collage o Stndlo Still Life 0 2ij. ln0
t>y 32 in0 Paper and oil paint on
masonite^
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Figure 7

Drawing o Study.of Studio Desk0 18
in* by 21$. in0 Pencil ©m illustration
boardo
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Figure 8

Figure 90

Drawingo Study ©f Backyardo 19 im0
by 27 im0 Pencil oh illustration
board©
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Figure 9*
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